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Abstract. As the social media landscape undergoes broad transformation for the first time in over a decade, with alternative platforms like Mastodon, Bluesky, and Threads emerging where X has receded, many users and observers have celebrated the promise of these new services and their visions of alternative governance structures that empower consumers. Drawing on a large-scale textual analysis of platform moderation policies, capabilities, and transparency mechanisms, as well as semi-structured group interviews with developers, administrators, and moderators of federated platforms, we found that federated platforms face considerable obstacles to robust and scalable governance, particularly with regard to persistent threats such as coordinated behavior and spam. Key barriers identified include underdeveloped moderation technologies and a lack of sustainable financial models for trust and safety work. We offer four solutions to the collective safety and security risks identified: (1) institutionalize shared responses to critical harms, (2) build transparent governance into the system, (3) invest in open-source tooling, and (4) enable data sharing across instances.

1 Introduction

Many discussions about social media governance and trust and safety—among regulators, developers, researchers, and users alike—are focused on a small number of centralized, corporate-owned platforms: Meta’s Facebook and Instagram, YouTube, X (formerly known as Twitter),1 Reddit, and a handful of others. The emergence and growth in popularity of federated social media services introduces both new opportunities, and significant new risks and complications. Centralized and decentralized platforms share a common set of threats from malicious users—and require a common set of investments to ensure trustworthy, user-focused outcomes.

While federated services continue to be dwarfed in size in comparison to platforms like Facebook and X, the steady rise in their adoption warrants further attention and study. In the case of Mastodon, for example, changes in ownership and governance at X appear to have significantly accelerated the platform’s adoption, with some estimates

1. Henceforth, the platform will be referred to as “X” in relation to its present-day activity. “Twitter” will be used to refer to the company’s actions and decisions prior to November 2022.
showing more than 14 million currently active users (Mastodon, n.d.). Bluesky, launched in February 2023, reached two million users within its first ten months (The Bluesky Team 2023), despite not offering open sign-ups to the public. Threads, Meta’s competitor to X, was launched with the promise of integration with decentralized networks (Mohammad, Jarenwattananon, and Detrow 2023; J. Chen 2023), and surpassed 100 million user sign-ups in its first week (Duffy 2023; Roth 2023).

Broadly speaking, federated or decentralized social media refers to a wide array of distinct products, services, and platforms that interconnect using a set of shared communication protocols such as the W3C standard ActivityPub or the under-development Bluesky AT Protocol (ActivityPub, n.d.; Bluesky, n.d.; Graber 2020).² In contrast to a centralized social media platform like X, where a user’s interactions and content are hosted, managed, and distributed by a single entity that provides both software and business services (like moderation), a federated alternative might involve dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of individual servers running instances (i.e., installations) of an open-source product. Despite being maintained by separate people or groups, servers using the same underlying protocol are interoperable, communicating with each other, and in turn, allowing their users to access each others’ content. A number of distinct products have been built atop decentralized protocols, including Mastodon (an X-like social media platform), Pixelfed (an Instagram-like platform focused on media sharing), and PeerTube (a YouTube-like social media platform)—all based on the ActivityPub protocol, and therefore all interoperable with each other. While most federated platforms are noncommercialized and reliant on crowdfunding, the space has also seen newer, commercialized entrants with more financial backing.

These emergent distributed and federated social media platforms offer the promise of alternative governance structures that empower consumers and, optimistically, can help rebuild social media on a foundation of trust. Decentralization enables users to act as hosts or moderators of their own instances (or instances set up for specific or smaller communities), rather than residing within platforms designed with the aspiration of connecting all of humanity—with the goal of increasing user agency, autonomy, and ownership. Governance decisions shift from being made by a single entity responsible for every user on the network to more localized choices made by the administrators and moderators of a user’s chosen instance. And, in the event a user objects to the decisions made by one instance in particular, account portability and platform interoperability give users the ability to freely engage with a wide array of product alternatives and instances without having to sacrifice their content or networks.

Alongside these aspirations to empower users and foster more robust, accountable forms of social media governance, federated platforms continue to grapple with many of the same safety and security challenges impacting their centralized counterparts. Nearly two decades of experience with content moderation on social networking platforms like Facebook and X underscores the need for a comprehensive and effective moderation approach for any platform playing host to public conversations. But how does the work of counteracting malign conduct happen in the context of federated social networks?

---

² The terminology used to describe federated and decentralized social media is complex and the subject of some debate. The commonly used term “Fediverse” (as a capitalized, proper noun), for example, refers primarily to the set of platforms built on top of ActivityPub and ActivityStreams, two specific protocols that enable federation. Proponents of these technologies generally argue against using the term “Fediverse” (either capitalized or not) to describe other federated platforms and technologies built on different or competing technical standards, such as Bluesky’s AT Protocol and Nostr. This paper’s commentary is meant to apply to the broad landscape of federated and decentralized social media platforms, and as such, we use the blanket term “federated and decentralized social media” in place of a more specific term like “Fediverse.” While we believe that the underlying analytic conclusions in this paper apply similarly across technologies (both within the ActivityPub Fediverse and beyond it), we recognize that moderation experiences on federated platforms differ depending on scale and audience.
Can existing and nascent structures of content moderation and governance in federated platforms adapt to the specific demands of countering information operations? What structures are necessary to help instance operators, moderators, and the users of federated services address the risks and threats created by persistent adversarial behavior?

This paper offers an empirical assessment of the trust and safety capabilities of federated platforms. Drawing on a broad-based textual analysis of platform communications, blog posts, public code repositories, and social media discussions, we offer a novel comparative assessment of the specific moderation capabilities and technologies (rather than just the stated policies and moderation aspirations) of several of the most prominent centralized and decentralized social media platforms. Rather than evaluating moderation capabilities generally, or focusing on the outcomes of moderation processes (i.e., the presence or absence of harmful content on a given service), we map out the specific structures and capabilities of federated platforms to moderate, and the conditions under which those capabilities may be particularly effective or ineffective.

While we evaluate platform capabilities broadly, our analysis is particularly focused on the policies, technologies, and practices employed by federated platforms to identify and mitigate what we term “collective security risks”—that is, malicious conduct like spam, coordinated manipulation, and inauthentic behavior. We chose to focus on collective security risks for two reasons: first, because of the broad societal and political impact such tactics have had in the past; and second, because these threats require moderation strategies that differ from content-level detections and mitigations discussed in most research about trust and safety. However, despite our initial focus on a subset of social media threats, we find that many of the challenges and gaps identified in this analysis are applicable to other content moderation domains, including efforts to combat child sexual exploitation and the spread of misinformation. Where applicable, we note these similarities in our analysis.

Additionally, we supplemented our textual analysis with a series of semi-structured interviews hosted with a group of 32 platform developers, maintainers, researchers, and moderators, representing experience with or contributions to the development of eight different platforms and federated technologies. These discussions focused on exposing how platform developers, maintainers, and moderators understand the challenges of moderating manipulative behavior and other collective security threats, and what solutions developers and instance moderators themselves believe would be most effective in addressing safety and security threats.

Across most dimensions evaluated, we find that federated platforms have less developed, robust, and scalable capabilities for content moderation than their centralized counterparts. Unique and acute architectural constraints inhibit their ability to defend against common social media behavioral threats. Meanwhile, substantial financial and institutional obstacles exist to developing more scalable content moderation capabilities. We conclude by offering four potential interventions to mitigate collective security risks in the context of federated social media: (1) institutionalize shared responses to critical harms, (2) develop frameworks for transparent and trustworthy governance of collective moderation systems, (3) support open-source tool development, and (4) enable data-sharing across instances.

2 From centralized to decentralized moderation

Content moderation refers to “the organized practice of screening user-generated content... in order to determine the appropriateness of the content for a given site, locality,
or jurisdiction” (Roberts 2022). While moderation often has multiple objectives, including compliance with various laws, its foundational purpose is typically to protect the users of a platform—and, potentially, other people and groups impacted by on-platform behavior—from a range of online harms (Wardle and Derakhshan 2017; Gillespie 2018; Thomas et al. 2021). While these now-ubiquitous practices are increasingly professionalized and institutionalized (Slater and Masiello 2023), forms of content governance have existed in various forms for decades, carried out both by individuals and leaders within online communities and by platform staff (Matias 2016). As platforms have grown and commercialized, moderation has become entrenched as an essential business practice: In the context of commercial platforms, their “economic viability depends on meeting users’ speech and community norms...if a platform creates a site that matches users’ expectations, users will spend more time on the site and advertising revenue will increase” (Klonick 2017).

Given the wide range of threats, tactics, and technologies that fall under the umbrella of social media content moderation, we find it helpful to break down moderation into three discrete components, drawing on Camille François’s “ABC” taxonomy: Actors, Behaviors, and Content (François 2019).

Nearly all content moderation discussions begin with an assessment of the content of a post or account: the language it uses, the links it shares, and the information a user chooses to share on their profile. These assessments treat content moderation as a challenge of evaluating and making decisions about what a post or account says or appears to be. Typically, content-focused moderation tasks include the removal of illegal content that platform users would not want to see, such as child sexual abuse material (CSAM) and terrorist content, as well as the management of other forms of potentially or perceptually harmful or unwanted content such as nudity, pornography, or material that promotes harmful behaviors such as self-harm, eating disorders, or suicide (Spence et al. 2023; Roberts, Wood, and Eadon 2023; Levine 2022; Suzor, Seignior, and Singleton 2017; Gorwa, Binns, and Katzenbach 2020; Chancellor et al. 2016).

However, content-level analyses only reveal part of the picture of content moderation’s necessary scope and scale. Platforms also commonly moderate manipulative or disruptive behaviors (as François (2019) terms them), including the creation of inauthentic accounts, bulk and high-volume posting, and manipulation of engagement metrics (such as likes or reposts). Common outcomes of manipulative behaviors include spam, financial scams, coordinated inauthentic behavior, and phishing (Lukito 2019; Arif, Stewart, and Starbird 2018; Ong and Cabañes 2018; Koutrika et al. 2008). These practices, while commonplace and often innocuous (as in the case of commercially motivated spam), can substantially alter the stakes for platform content moderation. Researchers studying platform manipulation campaigns, including those carried out by nation-state actors, have observed that “the raw volume of activity generated by an operation can far outweigh the baseline authentic civic activity in an ecosystem,” drowning out oppositional voices and organic user conversations (Conlon, Nuland, and Karan 2022). Especially from 2015 onward, high-volume, low-sophistication political manipulation campaigns became a feature of Twitter in particular (DFRLab 2019; Nimmo, Eib, and Tamora 2019).

As François (2019) puts it in the ABC framework: “At the end of the day, deceptive behaviors have a clear goal: to enable a small number of actors to have perceived impact that a greater number of actors would have if the campaign were organic.”

Evaluating behavior as a component of moderation, and integrating behavioral signals into platform moderation strategies, is essential for accounting for some of the most pernicious and impactful threats to online discourse. Many of the malign campaigns targeting social media are difficult, if not impossible, to identify based on content alone. Looking back at key examples of the Russian Internet Research Agency’s activity on
Twitter in 2016, what’s most striking about posts from prominent accounts like “Crystal Johnson,” a Russian persona purporting to be an African-American woman, is that, by and large, the content of the posts is true: While the IRA’s earliest efforts involved comically ineffective rumormongering about an alleged outbreak of Ebola in Atlanta, the bulk of their activity during and after the 2016 US elections used a more subtle tactic of sharing factually accurate but divisive rhetoric using inauthentic behaviors (such as fake accounts) (Giridharadas 2022; A. Chen 2015). This stymies efforts to moderate social media activity based on policies that evaluate only the content of a post.

Finally, most content moderation approaches involve at least some consideration of the actors—that is, people, groups, governments, or other entities—responsible for online activity. Often, actor-level analysis is reduced to the security practice of “attribution”—the name-and-shame exposure of the individuals or groups responsible for an attack or intrusion (Rid and Buchanan 2014)—but attribution is far from the only goal of actor-level analysis. Understanding the actors responsible for malicious activity meaningfully influences how platforms respond to these threats—and can give platforms necessary tools for addressing these challenges in a scalable way.

In particular, a key practice employed by a number of platforms as part of their moderation efforts is longitudinal analysis of specific threat actors—that is, tracking and analyzing the behavior of specific individuals or groups, or the patterns of malicious behavior over time. These practices have typically been carried out both by platforms themselves, and by a wide array of civil society and academic groups (Nimmo and Agranovich 2022; Bradshaw et al. 2021; Graphika Team 2020; Graphika and Observatory 2023; Linvill and Warren 2020; Arif, Stewart, and Starbird 2018). Understanding the behaviors and motivations of persistent threats helps platforms develop effective mitigation strategies suited to applying optimal, cost-effective pressure to a particular actor based on their unique goals and constraints.

Alongside moderation strategies integrating assessments of actors, behaviors, and content on social media sites, transparency initiatives have emerged as core components of platform moderation efforts. Various transparency mechanisms were first voluntarily adopted by many centralized platforms beginning in 2010 (Infantino 2013; X 2022; Access Now, n.d.), starting with the publication of periodic quantitative reports about platform moderation decisions. These practices are now increasingly mandated under a number of global regulations (European Commission 2022; Library of Congress 2021; European Union 2022). While the specific contents of transparency reports vary, they are meant to illustrate what actions platforms are taking to mitigate harms on their platforms (Tworek and Wanless 2022). Support for platform transparency is broad-based across stakeholders in government, academia, industry, and civil society, with transparency proponents often arguing that greater visibility into platform actions can contribute to accountability to their users, external scrutiny by independent researchers, and ultimately more informed government policymaking (Keller and Leerssen 2020; MacCarthy 2022; Puddephatt 2021; Gorwa, Binns, and Katzenbach 2020).

As federated and decentralized platforms have grown in usage and popularity, academic scholarship has begun to examine the governance and trust and safety dimensions of their development and adoption. A growing body of literature on decentralized platforms examines their possibilities for introducing new forms of online governance (Masnick 2019c; Mansoux and Abbing 2019; Zuckerman and Rajendra-Nicolucci 2020; Gehl and Zulli 2022; Ermoshina and Musiani 2022). Masnick (2019c), for example, notes that federation can “push the power and decision making out to the ends of the network, rather than keeping it centralized among a small group of very powerful companies.”

A key finding in early studies of federated and decentralized platforms has been that,
Despite a lack of protocol-mandated governance, many federated platforms nevertheless engage in at least some form of moderation—but that the manner by which they moderate differs substantially from strategies employed by centralized platforms. The essential feature of federated systems, and of the protocols like ActivityPub underlying them, is decentralization: Each instance of a federated service can choose for itself what its governance approach will be, and, in turn, its governance decisions extend only so far as the (virtual) boundaries of that particular server. As Rozenshtein (2022) puts it, “No instance can control the behavior of any other instance, and there is no central authority that can decide which instances are valid or that can ban a user or a piece of content from the ActivityPub network entirely. As long as someone is willing to host an instance and allow certain content on that instance, it exists on the ActivityPub network.” By design, the perimeter of federated platforms is highly permeable; new platforms and users can enter and exit federated systems readily, to both the benefit and detriment of the overall network.

Rozenshtein (2022) emphasizes that even as some of the tools and technologies used by federated platforms to moderate user behavior overlap with the capabilities of centralized platforms, federated moderation fundamentally differs from centralized moderation by virtue of the distribution of accounts across multiple instances. A user account has a “local” instance on which it resides, and that instance’s moderators have the ability to take direct, destructive action on the user’s content (such as deleting it). But, for nonlocal accounts and content—that is to say, users whose accounts reside on other instances—the administrators of interoperating instances can only impact their local copies of that content, which influences only the experiences of their local users. If a user on instance A encounters a harmful post from a user on instance B, instance A’s moderators have little ability to compel instance B to take any action on the harmful post.

This structural reframing of moderation as a local (i.e., instance-level) rather than network-level decision has the beneficial effect of giving users greater choice about the policies and governance approaches influencing what they see on social media, but it also makes it more challenging to address risks on federated platforms created by instances that either cannot or choose not to moderate. The harmful effects of nonlocal content may persist through on- and offline action by instance users even if they are cordoned off from other parts of federated platforms through localized blocks.

Existing studies of federated governance have noted that these new structures introduce their own challenges, including high costs associated with moderation and the complications to collective governance inherent to a decentralized network, where moderators would face limited means in holding badly moderated or malicious instances accountable (Keller 2021; Rozenshtein 2022; Struett et al. 2023). It is on these challenges in particular that we focus our analysis.

3 Methods

As part of this work, we conducted (1) a census of available texts to map out the existing capabilities of platforms; and (2) semi-structured group interviews with moderators, administrators, practitioners, and researchers working on and with federated platforms.

Drawing on approaches employed by Cramer et al. (2023) and Nicholson, Keegan, and Fiesler (2023) to evaluate the trust and safety engineering and community standards development processes of federated platforms, we conducted a large-scale textual analysis to inform comparisons of trust and safety capabilities across centralized and decentralized platforms. We defined a taxonomy of platform moderation capabilities and
the effectiveness of capability implementation, ranging from “None” (the capability has not been implemented) to “Complete” (based on available documentation, the capability exists and operates at the platform’s requisite scale). The full taxonomy is listed in Appendix C. Through internet searches and reviews of platform documentation (such as help centers and support websites), we identified texts of interest, then archived and stored them to capture a point-in-time assessment of platform capabilities. Three independent reviewers evaluated the collected texts against the predefined effectiveness taxonomy to code platform capabilities. In cases where there was inter-coder disagreement, we made efforts to contact platform developers or practitioners for additional information to arrive at a clearer conclusion; where information was not available or conclusive, we erred toward labeling as partial with footnote clarifications.

We also conducted three semi-structured group interviews to solicit qualitative perspectives about threats, platform moderation capabilities, and community-identified mitigation measures. Across the three interviews, there were 32 participants, representing 13 developers, administrators, and moderators of federated or decentralized platforms, 13 researchers affiliated with civil society organizations, and six academic researchers. In their research, development, or moderation practices, interviewees represented a total of eight distinct platforms, including Mastodon, Hometown, Bluesky, Nostr, Mozilla.social, Twitter, Dreamwidth, and Facebook.

Interviews and discussions were focused around three broad themes: (1) community risks and responses, (2) technological risks and responses, and (3) institutional needs and responses. Specifically, we prompted interviewees with specific questions (see Appendix A for a list of interview questions), and encouraged interviewees to engage with us and with each other in an open-ended way in line with the interview’s theme. Following the interviews, transcripts and readouts from the interviews were provided to participants, who had the opportunity to provide additional commentary and feedback. We performed a textual analysis of transcripts from both small group and large group interviews, and incorporated them into the study’s findings.

4 Assessing federated moderation capabilities

We performed a comparative evaluation of the moderation capabilities of centralized and federated platforms across three broad areas: (1) policy, (2) enforcement technologies and capabilities, and (3) transparency.

While a comprehensive assessment of the policies of federated platforms (including the legitimacy of those policies, and their sufficiency in protecting speech and user safety) is beyond the scope of this article, we found that where platform-specific policies do exist, the community standards of federated platforms’ instances are often sparse, high-level statements of principle, rather than the detailed policies published by larger, centralized platforms (see Table 1 on the following page). This creates practical ambiguities for the people responsible for moderating content, as well as uncertainty for users about precisely what is permissible in a given context.

To implement these policies, most federated platforms provide instance administrators and moderators with a rudimentary set of moderation tools and capabilities (summarized in Table 2 on page 9). These capabilities most commonly include the ability to delete individual pieces of content and restrict or ban accounts—though in some cases, platform
developers have implemented more advanced capabilities like media hashing.  

Virtually all platforms, including each of the federated platforms we examined, give users some ability to report content they believe may be harmful or in violation of the platform’s policies. These reports are submitted to instance administrators and moderators, who then review and (potentially) enforce upon them. However, while reporting features exist, these capabilities lack some of the functions critical for fostering community engagement with moderation (Vilk and Lo 2023). Many lack polymorphic (i.e., content-agnostic) reporting options, which would allow users to report URLs, media, and hashtags that might be problematic or harmful.

In addition, federation introduces unique complications for the processing and management of reports. Reports are largely instance-specific, and given the localized nature of federated moderation, generally do not include a path to making a broader network of instance administrators aware of shared threats. Instance moderators have developed their own methods for informal communication across instances, though it remains challenging for them to engage with each other in a structured way to counteract shared threats. For example, on Mastodon, tagging discussions using “#fediblock” has emerged as a grassroots practice for sharing information about bad actors (thefuturebird 2023), but these approaches have run up against the challenges of a fully distributed, low-trust model: moderators report that it’s hard to know which accounts have engaged in sufficiently bad behavior to warrant enforcement without firsthand confirmation.

These same challenges extend to defederation, a novel enforcement capability federated platforms have developed specifically to address the risks of harmful conduct by nonlocal, federated instances. Most federated services offer administrators the ability to take moderation action at the instance level, impacting all users on a remote instance, instead of just moderating post by post or account by account. In the case of Mastodon, for example, instances are able to defedereate themselves from other servers—in essence, refusing to communicate with or to display content from a server deemed to

3. In at least one noteworthy case with Meta’s Threads product, centralized and decentralized moderation have conflamed as a product of Threads’ hybrid approach to federation—raising significant questions about how moderation gets applied across the user experience. In general, moderation tools for on-platform content do not apply directly to content coming in from other federated instances. For example, Threads’ existing moderation capabilities only apply to content that is hosted on the platform (i.e., created by Threads users within the Threads app). As the platform opens itself up to interactions with other federated services, the company may need to adapt and build on existing tooling to detect and address threats from other instances.
Table 2: Platform enforcement capabilities state assessment (see Appendix C for sources)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Federated (future)</th>
<th>Federated (current)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User reporting capabilities for policy violations</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent account bans</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary account bans/timeouts</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban evasion detection</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>✓ ☐ ☐ ☐ ✓ ☐</td>
<td>✓ ☐ ☐ ☐ ✓ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post/content deletion</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account visibility restriction</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post/content visibility restriction</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonetization</td>
<td>☐ ✓ ✓ ✓ ☐ ✓</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated enforcement tools</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ X ☐ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL blocking</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media hashing and matching</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ☐ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-facing moderation controls</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User identity verification (2D checks, etc.)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ☐ ✓ ✓ ☐</td>
<td>✓ ✓ X X X X</td>
<td>✓ ✓ X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antispam challenges (reCAPTCHA, phone verification)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>✓ ✓ X ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>✓ ✓ X ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defederation/instance blocking</td>
<td>N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A</td>
<td>X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ✓: Complete. The existence of the capability is publicly documented, and is available for use (or has demonstrably/documentably been used) at scale across the platform’s core products/business units.
- ☐: Partial/Likely. The capability exists, but (1) is not applicable to all of the platform’s core products/business units, or (2) has significant functionality gaps that prevent effective use for moderation. Alternatively, the platform likely possesses the capability, but does not have publicly listed information on it.
- ☐: None: The capability does not exist.
- ☐: Not applicable based on the features/design of the platform.

- ☐: This refers to platforms that are currently centralized but have promised future integration with other federated services. The following assessment only considers their centralized trust and safety capabilities. Whether these capabilities translate into a decentralized context remains unknown.
be problematic, rendering all of its users’ content invisible for all the users on an instance that it has chosen to defederate from. Defederation is largely a server-by-server decision, and while there are composite directories of denylists (see, for example, “The Bad Space” (n.d.) and FediSeer (n.d.)), these services presently require extensive involvement from individual moderators, with limited technical or community support. Despite their resource-intensive nature, tactics such as the sharing of denylists have at times been deployed as a form of broad-based, collective action by federated platforms’ instance moderators—including the notable case of broad defederation from extremist platform Gab (Masnick 2019a).

While defederation offers one scaled mechanism for addressing repeated or prolific harmful conduct, letting moderators address the behavior of all the accounts residing on a given instance collectively rather than individually, we find that federated platforms largely lack other capabilities for scaled or automated content moderation commonly implemented by centralized platforms. For example, the moderation tools built into platforms like Mastodon do not offer appropriate targeting mechanisms or remediations to moderators that could help them keep pace with high-volume or persistent activity. Moderation actions are wholly manual, and are limited to either banning or restricting individual accounts, or blocking entire ranges of IP addresses or email domains. Both Mastodon and Bluesky, for example, do not provide moderators with the ability to block harmful links from being shared on the service. This prevents moderators from being able to ingest lists of known-bad URLs (such as spam and phishing sites) in order to programmatically restrict them. Mastodon also presently lacks essential tools for addressing media-based harms, such as media hashing and matching functions for addressing child sexual exploitation. Moderators lack the capability to deploy heuristics—essentially, sets of rules that describe patterns of adversarial behavior—that can automate these actions (François 2019; Donovan and Friedberg 2019; Starbird, DiResta, and DeButts 2023; Wanless and Berk 2020), an essential part of the moderation toolkit at all of the existing large, centralized platforms. Although automated content moderation has in certain instances negatively impacted marginalized communities through disproportionate or unjustified takedowns of content, the use of such systems does generally increase the moderators’ responsiveness in removing identified categories of problematic content (Griffin 2023).

Finally, most major federated platforms do not have well-established transparency reporting practices—a lack of disclosure that limits the abilities of users and regulators alike to understand the content governance standards and implementations employed by instance operators. Mastodon’s 2022 Annual Report, for example, only provides high-level reporting of platform use (Mastodon 2023), rather than the types of granular data about content moderation disclosed by virtually all centralized platforms (see Table 3 on the following page). At present, these shortcomings are largely a matter of user engagement; for all of federation’s promise to better empower users to intentionally select instances that align with their values and preferences, users largely lack the information and data they would need to make these decisions in an informed fashion. However, especially as adoption of federated platforms continues to grow, we should expect that regulatory pressures will become an increasingly significant factor. While most federated platforms are still well below the threshold of what the European Digital Services Act would classify as Very Large Online Platforms (VLOPs) subject to transparency reporting obligations, continued growth of these services makes at least some degree of mandatory reporting a seeming inevitability (Komaitis and Franssu 2022).
### Table 3: Platform enforcement capabilities state assessment (see Appendix C for sources)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Federated (future)(^a)</th>
<th>Federated (current)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Horizon Worlds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published transparency report</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of service enforcement data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform manipulation data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal information requests data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal removal demands data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country or jurisdictional breakdowns of data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ✔: Complete. The existence of the capability is publicly documented, and is available for use (or has demonstrably/documentably been used) at scale across the platform’s core products/business units.
- ☐: N/A. Not applicable based on the features/design of the platform.
- ☐: N/A. Not applicable based on the features/design of the platform.
- ✐: Partial/Likely. The capability exists, but (1) is not applicable to all of the platform’s core products/business units, or (2) has significant functionality gaps that prevent effective use for moderation. Alternatively, the platform likely possesses the capability, but does not have publicly listed information on it.
- ☐: None. The capability does not exist.

\(^a\) This refers to platforms that are currently centralized but have promised future integration with other federated services. The following assessment only considers their centralized trust and safety capabilities. Whether these capabilities translate into a decentralized context remains unknown.
Disparities in trust and safety capabilities between centralized and decentralized platforms can be attributed to platforms’ maturity and the size of the user base. While few services make specifics about their costs and expenditures on moderation available, resourcing is a clear limiting factor, with more acute impacts on noncommercialized federated services such as Mastodon and PixelFed. Absent the financial support that goes along with centralized, corporate social media, few parts of noncommercialized federated platforms have been able to successfully marshal the human and technological resources required to successfully execute proactive, accurate content moderation at scale. Especially with regard to persistent, high-volume malign activity, such as state-backed information operations that can be responsible for tens or even hundreds of thousands of fake accounts per month (Nimmo, Hubert, and Cheng 2021; Butler and Taege 2023), a lack of resources dedicated to ongoing monitoring turns these moderation needs into nearly insurmountable challenges for existing federated platforms.

Many of these shortcomings are solvable product and engineering challenges—and no doubt the moderation tools built into Mastodon and other federated products will improve over time. But moderation doesn’t just require tooling; it also requires ongoing, sustained investment and monitoring. Heuristics that are viable one day can become inaccurate the next. Machine learning models exhibit drift over time and can either under- or over-detect the target activity. “Set it and forget it” is not a viable strategy for dealing with dedicated adversaries, and the responsible deployment of even sophisticated technical enforcement capabilities requires ongoing, sustained effort by moderators—resource-intensive capacities that interviews with platform maintainers, moderators, and researchers revealed are broadly lacking from present federated and decentralized platforms.

5 Community perspectives on moderation improvements

To elicit and enumerate potential solutions to current shortcomings in the moderation capabilities of federated and decentralized platforms, we conducted three long-form semi-structured group interviews exploring collective security threats on federated services. The interviews gathered 32 interdisciplinary experts, including developers, maintainers, administrators, and moderators of federated platforms, current and former trust and safety employees of centralized and decentralized social media companies, and academic and civil society researchers to explore possible mitigations to these threats. We solicited input on mitigations for a range of threats, including coordinated inauthentic behavior, CSAM, spam, and more. A full list of interview questions can be found in Appendix A. Interview participants highlighted a series of ongoing and possible interventions for addressing these threats, informing our recommendations with their expertise.

On the basis of these discussions, we identified three thematic areas of recommended investment to develop key functions for addressing risks on federated platforms: community, technologies, and institutions. Individually, investment in each would represent a meaningful step forward in capabilities to respond to collective security threats; jointly, these measures could significantly improve the resilience of federated services (and federated platforms broadly) to coordinated manipulation and other user-impacting harms—and create a foundational approach to threat defense that would make it easier for new entrants into the space of social media and online community to address these challenges before they take root.
5.1 Community: empower users and moderators

The moderation of federated and decentralized platforms is fundamentally a community effort, involving contributions from end users, volunteer moderators, and—sometimes—paid or professional administrators. A key component of robust governance and moderation for federated social media is the development of the necessary infrastructure for moderators and community members to be able to collaboratively identify and mitigate shared threats. Key aspects of this work include improvements to reporting capabilities on federated services, expanded use of shared denylists and community-sourced moderation labels, and more granular tools for managing the boundaries of federated networks.

Existing structures for collaborative engagement between users, moderators, and instances are largely relegated to reporting functions, and interviewees stressed that even those functions are limited and rudimentary. One interviewee reflected that improving reporting capabilities, such as allowing users to report sets of accounts promoting certain URLs, media, and hashtags, could expand user capability in detecting and flagging content for instance administrators and moderators.

In addition, shareable or centralized denylists—that is, lists of instances believed to be malicious or harmful that can be blocked en masse by instance administrators and moderators—are a useful first step for knowledge-sharing among community members, while alleviating burdens on moderators to curate and block instances individually. Initial implementations of shared instance denylists could readily extend to a critical gap identified in our analysis: an inability to exchange content moderation decisions and threat information across instance boundaries.

One interview participant suggested shareable allowlists as another alternative, where one instance can establish what they consider to be a minimally viable moderation pattern. Other instances could then be invited to join the allowlist if they agree to adhere to those terms. This provides moderators another way to set standards for who they federate with. Several participants emphasized that these tools should be easy to use and understand, to facilitate their use by moderators with limited technical skills.

Two interview participants involved in the development of federated moderation tools suggested extending these capabilities to users themselves, rather than limiting information exchange to administrators and moderators. Bluesky’s model of composable moderation offers one such implementation, by allowing community members to directly contribute labels of perceived-harmful content and accounts; other users, in turn, can subscribe to those labels and apply them to filter or manage content they see (or don’t see) across the Bluesky service (Graber 2023). This opens up possibilities for communities to explore different forms of moderation, and enables new forms of competition (Masnick 2023).

Effective deployment of such capabilities requires appropriate governance, oversight, and community support to enable responsible usage. In developing community-sourced denylists, two interviewees reflected that equity on an international scale is a critical factor. Major social media platforms have struggled to compile information on political bad actors from specific countries that they do not have well-defined relationships with. Community-sourced denylists are also likely to suffer the same problem. One interviewee noted that these denylists also run the risk of acting as a double-edged sword, as bad actors can co-opt those distribution techniques to popularize lists of marginalized groups on a platform that they want to silence.

Several interview participants noted that these structures would be most effective if paired with more robust capabilities for moderators and administrators to manage
the interoperation of their instance with others on the network. Commonly proposed suggestions include making instances invite-only (see, for example, ClearlyClaire (2023)), or requiring some kind of trusted referral model for new sign-ups—an approach notably adopted by Bluesky during its months-long, ongoing “beta.” This may well be a viable solution for parts of federated platforms that intentionally prioritize small community size and affinity based on identity or interest.

But others pointed out that the “gated community” model has at least three key challenges as a broader strategy: First, this only solves the problem of “local” manipulation, not the impacts of federated behavior on nonlocal viewers of that content. Second, it’s not clear that this is actually a way to address the most sophisticated and insidious forms of manipulative behavior. Elaborately constructed inauthentic profiles—like the deep, cross-platform persona development tactics employed by an Israeli disinformation purveyor (Kirchgaessner et al. 2023)—will often withstand anything but the most invasive forms of validation. Inevitably, the more invasive validation becomes, the less usable a service is by vulnerable people and groups, who might have very good reasons for not wanting to disclose their personal information to instance operators they don’t know or trust. And finally, most fundamentally, for people looking to federated platforms as an alternative to centralized social platforms like X, raising barriers to entry introduces fundamental tradeoffs against the very network effects that could help make an upstart service into a mass-market product (McArdle 2023).

An alternative structure that could strike a balance across these considerations, proposed by one interview participant, is a system of federation requests, in which instances are closed, but moderators and administrators are able to see who wishes to federate with their instances. Granular control models could help empower instance administrators and community members to intentionally interoperate with instances that adhere to agreed-upon safety and moderation standards, rather than defaulting to a more vulnerable, fully open stance.

A potentially irreconcilable tension emerges here tied to the governance of these shared moderation resources: While these proposals contemplate decentralized authority at the protocol level, and emphasize opt-in engagement, it’s difficult to design a structure that would both enable auditing and validation of the legitimacy of enforcement rules, while also preventing bad actors from immediately becoming aware that they’ve been caught (and more critically, how they’ve been caught). The information that would allow one moderator to validate and agree with another’s decision is the same knowledge a threat actor could use to adapt their behavior to circumvent such detections in the future. Protecting an information-sharing system from the very targets of that system requires at least some degree of centralized control and access management, but in the context of services inherently distrustful of centralized authority, it will not be easy to find a path to consensus about the governance of these systems.

5.2 Technology: make scaled enforcement effective and collective

High-level community-building provides a structure for moderation beyond the work of individual instance moderators. To effectively deploy the capabilities of a community of moderators, federated services need to develop technical capabilities for addressing threats at scale, rather than as piecemeal content moderation issues.

Most large platforms employ a two-pronged approach to moderation: First, human moderators are responsible for adjudicating individual cases about posts or accounts; second, automated systems—either driven by heuristics or machine learning—apply policy designations at scale. Depending on their technological investments, staffing, and tolerance for errors, companies might choose to allocate work across these methods in
different ways; however, after a certain point of growth in usage, it’s impractical to rely solely on human moderation to address harmful conduct.

An almost universal perspective shared by interviewees was an assessment that the primary gap in the moderation capabilities of federated systems is a lack of tools for automated enforcement, with manual, human moderation used as a substitute. Take, for example, the moderation of CSAM—one of the domains of trust and safety work with the greatest established body of technology and process knowledge. Currently, on platforms like Mastodon, this work is conducted manually by moderators, who have to assess content against instance-specific guidelines, download violative content to their local computers, upload it to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC)’s database, then hold onto the offending material for 90 days before deleting it. In contrast, the hashing-and-matching approaches employed by centralized platforms to address CSAM and terrorism automate many of these processes, and standardize the detection of known-harmful content across platforms. Centralized platforms have long relied on proprietary hash-sharing technology such as PhotoDNA, and the hash-sharing database of harmful content maintained by the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) (Microsoft, n.d.; GIFCT, n.d.).

These approaches, while commonplace at large centralized platforms, are not without their own flaws and challenges. With more than 2.3 million hashes in the GIFCT database (as of 2021) (GIFCT 2019), smaller platforms considering adoption of these systems will have to either choose to employ the hash values at face value and accept the risk of false positives against their policies, or deploy significant resources to make manual moderation decisions on the basis of matches. Furthermore, as many of these algorithms are proprietary and offered for profit via APIs, those who use them need to send all media to a third-party provider—introducing privacy and governance challenges, as well as resourcing concerns for volunteer-managed instances. And even beyond the costs of procuring services from commercial vendors, the technical implementation costs of these systems can be considerable, even where the underlying systems and datasets are open-source (Farid 2021). In their discussion of CSAM challenges on federated platforms, Thiel and DiResta (2023) attribute the complicating factor to platform architecture. Federated platforms are hosted across numerous servers, each of which have their own reporting processes. When CSAM content appears on a federated service, multiple servers go through the same process of sending the same image to PhotoDNA. Multiply this across hundreds and thousands of servers, and the process becomes both costly and duplicative. Deploying these techniques for other content types would undoubtedly have similar challenges.

Addressing the technical gaps in federated moderation will require investment in specific technologies that give moderators and administrators straightforward capabilities to build, test, and deploy automated moderation. One interviewee cited the example of Twitter, where the primary system responsible for this work was called Botmaker—the core components of which were (1) a rules engine with simple syntax for constructing heuristics, (2) methods for real-time and near-real-time processing of those rules against the stream of activity on Twitter, and (3) the ability to take automated content and account moderation action based on detected rule violations (X Engineering 2014). Subsequent iterations of this system added code review and management, measurement and anomaly detection, and more robust logging and tracking of automated actions. Another interviewee spoke to how similar systems have been developed by other companies and platforms, including the Smyte platform (acquired by Twitter and subsequently shut down), and efforts from Meta and Discord (SQRL Documentation, n.d.; Stein, Chen, and Mangla 2011; Discord 2022). The exact technical design of a system for automated moderation is beyond the scope of this article, but open-source development of these
capabilities would represent a meaningful contribution to the security of federated platforms.

Underscoring the importance of developing these systems, one interviewee pointed to how existing platforms with decentralized governance, like Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap, have successfully leveraged these kinds of techniques to combat abuse and spam, and could be illustrative examples for implementations on federated platforms (Nasaw 2012). Chaput (2023) has outlined how such tooling could exist on platforms such as Mastodon, which could support instance administrators in configuring multiple external trusted providers for moderated activities. Similar proposals have been advanced by the developers of Bluesky, who suggest unbundling moderation services from hosting services, to enable more flexible adoption of moderation technologies by different segments of the Bluesky network (mkantzer 2023).

Critically, interview participants emphasized that these systems should include native capabilities for sharing heuristics, indicators of compromise, and other threat intelligence about malicious actors—alogous to shared denylists employed by individual users to address unwanted interactions on social media. It is unreasonable and inefficient to expect individual instance moderators to tackle every emergent threat anew. Instead, by standardizing the syntax and structure of rules-based automated enforcement, moderators could exchange solutions to persistent problems, creating a standard set of solutions and reducing individual burden on specific instances.

5.3 Institutions: centralize response and mitigation efforts to distributed threats

The majority of developers, maintainers, and instance administrators of federated platforms we interviewed agreed that some degree of centralization is required for more effective moderation—but substantial disagreements persist about the specifics of an institutionalized approach to moderation. Nevertheless, some points of consensus emerged, with interviewees highlighting that an institutional solution to moderation on federated platforms should include (1) mechanisms for sharing technical resources and capabilities, (2) coordination mechanisms for common elements of content moderation processes, (3) measures to coordinate transparency reporting across platforms and instances, and (4) data privacy safeguards.

5.3.1 Centralized resources

Arguably the most significant constraint on federated trust and safety efforts, especially with regard to large-scale manipulative behavior, is that no one has access to platform-wide data, and therefore cannot conduct analysis of coordinated threats across servers on federated services.

Detection of behavioral manipulation is in large part reliant on access to data about on-platform activity—and the openness of federated platforms has largely resulted in the ready availability of APIs to enable this kind of access. For example, Mastodon has a robust set of public APIs that would allow researchers to gain authenticated access to real-time data about conversations happening on a given instance (Mastodon, n.d.). But interview participants also pointed to how federation complicates the use of these APIs to study ecosystem-level threats: Whereas Twitter’s APIs offer a single channel for collecting data about all the activity happening globally across the Twitter service, Mastodon’s APIs are mostly instance-specific. As a result, many data-collection efforts involve just focusing on a handful of the largest instances (instances.social, n.d.). Alternatively, researchers seeking a network-wide perspective have to devise novel data-
gathering strategies that involve collecting data from successively smaller and smaller instances—methods that create the potential for inconsistency and gaps in data, and that are time- and resource-intensive. While other federated platforms, like Bluesky, offer more direct, public access to a global, consolidated firehose (at least theoretically spanning all instances of the service), interview participants indicated that the differences in network structure across federated platforms makes standardized data collection challenging.

More concerning, the challenges posed by a lack of network-wide data are not exclusive to external researchers; moderators and administrators of federated instances themselves face similar obstacles to meaningful threat identification. Many of the techniques employed by large platforms to detect manipulation involve surveying the full population of accounts and activity, and looking for unusual clusters or patterns of behavior within that population—a practice of threat identification using centralized telemetry. In federated systems, instance administrators only have comprehensive logs for the activity of local users of their particular instance. Interview participants noted that a threat actor who spreads their inauthentic accounts across a handful of the biggest instances is both less likely to be caught as behaviorally anomalous by any one instance, and less likely to have the full scope of their operation, across all the instances on which they operate, detected.

Federated platforms must also contend with the challenges of moderating distributed but coordinated threats. Mastodon’s moderation capabilities, for example, provide for a few rudimentary antispam techniques for addressing scaled threats (which even the Mastodon documentation notes will be circumvented by dedicated spammers [Mastodon, n.d.])—but interview participants indicated that largely, Mastodon moderation is focused on either dealing with individually problematic users (by restricting or banning them from a given instance), or defederating an entire instance (Mastodon, n.d.). Spam and platform manipulation are unlikely to be solvable using this tactic, because they primarily manifest as distributed threats across mainstream, non-malicious instances. Put another way, sophisticated adversarial threats will not concentrate themselves on single instances, waiting to be defederated. Instead, inauthentic accounts are likely to be dispersed across mainstream servers. Interview participants stressed that this dispersion creates a distributed burden of detection across already overworked and under-equipped instance moderators, who have to deal with these accounts one by one, instance by instance.

Most participants agree that centralizing resources for threat hunting could mitigate some of these challenges. This includes both (1) access to network-level data and (2) financial support.

A core challenge repeatedly emphasized by interviewees is the lack of a unified evidence base for threat hunting. An institutionalized solution would require participating instances to pool their data for shared analysis. In place of hundreds or thousands of separate repositories, a central data source could enable the kind of aggregate analysis and anomaly detection that represents the core of counter-manipulation efforts. This pooled data could also let moderators and administrators identify whether an account has multiple iterations across instances. This could be particularly useful for detecting coordinated inauthentic behavior from state actors or sophisticated operators, which often have identical content, behavioral patterns, and account specifics.

Several interview participants emphasized that establishing a sustainable model of financial support is a key part of ensuring this work is viable as federated platforms scale. One solution, proposed by several interviewees, was to establish collective response efforts as nonprofit ventures, independent of specific platforms or service providers
operating in the safety and security space. While interviewees disagreed about and debated the merits of various funding structures, options suggested include a mixture of contributions by participating instances, users, and nongovernmental, independent funding sources. Chiefly, these resources could fund the storage and compute costs tied to analysis performed by participating analysts. A core staff of paid analysts could help accelerate the development of the necessary systems expertise and longitudinal threat awareness in this space.

5.3.2 Coordination mechanisms

A critical gap identified in our interviews and discussions with moderators and administrators is an inability to coordinate trust and safety work with other instances and services facing shared threats. Interviewees noted that such sharing efforts would enable them to build on knowledge and experience about this work that already exists at other companies or platforms, to avoid having to reinvent standard or recurrent moderation solutions. While “coordination” can take a wide range of forms—at least some of which, like top-down imposition of moderation decisions, could be antithetical to the core ethos of decentralization—interview participants identified three areas where centralized coordination mechanisms could play a meaningful role: (1) training and support for moderators, (2) user recourse mechanisms, and (3) representation of federated platforms in broader industry and governmental discussions.

A recurring challenge cited by instance operators and moderators is that many lack the time, knowledge, tools, governance frameworks, and inclination necessary to do the highly specialized work of disinformation detection and analysis. Staff responsible for this work at centralized platforms reported in our interview that training programs to get even technically proficient analysts fully up to speed on advanced analytic techniques can take months. A centralized institution could provide training and resources on how to detect and address threats, and to account for the community’s evolving needs. A key element of this is developing formalized channels for communication among moderators across instances; a centralized institution could serve a critical convening function and enable this type of communication.

Even as interviewees generally agreed that some form of cross-instance investigation and enforcement is essential for effective governance, several interviewees noted that these practices necessitate some degree of coordination around the experiences of users impacted by these processes. Federated platforms by their nature rely on highly distributed user-to-platform relationships, in which there is not a single, service-wide party responsible for user experience. However, errors are an inevitable part of content moderation at scale—and even an effectively operating institution will make analytic mistakes that have direct consequences on the users of federated services. These errors, and the steps required to investigate and reverse them, could be considered the responsibility of the centralized institution—not individual instance operators, who would not have full knowledge of the reasons or evidence behind a moderation action impacting their users.

Finally, a centralized institution can act as a coordination mechanism for representatives across centralized and decentralized platforms. Interviewees noted that it can be challenging if not impossible to recognize individual accounts or posts as connected to a disinformation campaign in the absence of cross-platform awareness of related conduct. The largest platforms—chiefly, Meta, Google, and Twitter (pre-acquisition)—regularly shared information, including specific indicators of compromise tied to particular campaigns, with other companies in the ecosystem in furtherance of collective security (Gleicher et al. 2021; Shields 2024). Information-sharing among platform teams repre-
resents a critical way to build this awareness—and take advantage of gaps in adversaries’ operational security to detect additional deceptive accounts and campaigns.

Several interviewees remarked that federation by its very nature makes this kind of cross-platform collaboration difficult. Thousands of individual instance operators each have responsibility for a potential target of this conduct, but it’s infeasible for larger platforms, like Meta and Google, to engage with moderators or administrators from each instance directly. Even assuming platforms limit these engagements to only a handful of the largest instances across federated services, the legal frameworks and contractual protections needed to share data across platforms without running afoul of privacy regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) require specialized legal expertise and negotiation, which is often out of reach for hobbyist efforts. In addition, absent an institutionalized way to verify the trustworthiness and legitimacy of instance administrators and moderators, larger platforms will have limited information about who they are working with—and correspondingly may either choose not to engage, or will feel constrained in their ability to share relevant data. They may be concerned that bad actors posing as moderators of legitimate instances on federated platforms could leverage these structural ambiguities to gain access to larger platforms’ staff and intel, creating commercial, political, and privacy risk.

Driven by these factors, interview participants stressed the need for federated platforms to have representation within the organizations and working groups responsible for this work industry-wide. Commonly cited examples of these groups include professional organizations like the Trust and Safety Professionals Association (TSPA), industry self-regulatory and standards bodies like the Digital Trust and Safety Partnership (DTSP), and specialized groups like the Tech Coalition (an organization focused on mitigating online child exploitation) and GIFCT. Several interview participants with experience working on counter-manipulation efforts at tech platforms also noted that engagement with law enforcement and intelligence agencies would be valuable—although such efforts are presently complicated, especially in the United States, by broader debates about government “jawboning” and censorship (Nix and Zakrzewski 2023).

5.3.3 Transparency

Interviewees stressed that any centralized institution (or institutions) operating in this space should prioritize clear and exhaustive transparency reporting, including at minimum the routine reporting of aggregated statistics about an institution’s operations and actions. In the context of federated services, transparency reporting could include data about moderation actions taken, individuals and groups that have been designated as harmful, and the policies and standards used to make moderation determinations (Lai, Shiffman, and Wanless 2023). Developing these capabilities centrally could help fill a broader transparency gap impacting federated platforms, enabling community sense-making about platform norms and providing users agency in their selection of instances and moderation approaches. This remains a critical gap at present, where users generally have little insight into or understanding of how different instances operate, beyond word-of-mouth.

Several interviewees argued that having each individual instance conduct transparency reporting would not be a tenable approach. The first challenge lies in resourcing: Instance moderators are unpaid, volunteer individuals, and do not have the time, training, or bandwidth to conduct the data collection and analysis required for transparency reporting (on top of and beyond the already substantial burdens of actually conducting moderation). Additionally, moderators of small or controversial instances that conduct transparency reporting may risk deanonymization and harassment by those that do not agree with their
decisions. Several interviewees who advocated for institutional moderation solutions noted that these institutions could centralize transparency reporting about their efforts, and in the process help alleviate these burdens on instance moderators by placing the responsibility on a larger, more well-resourced body. Cumulative reporting also provides a layer of protection and anonymity to moderators.

5.3.4 Data privacy safeguards and standards

Centralized telemetry by its very nature involves the collection, aggregation, and analysis of sensitive user data—and interview participants emphasized the need to design systems for centralized trust and safety work that appropriately balance privacy and safety equities.

Specifically, the types of log and user data necessary for detecting and counteracting manipulative behavior are often high-risk, cornerstone data from the perspective of users and service providers. In some discussions about Mastodon moderation, for example, administrators have said they resist looking at the information they could access through an instance’s administrative tools, citing privacy concerns—and a repository containing logs from across federated platforms becomes an obvious and appealing intrusion target. The privacy/security trade-offs here cannot be avoided, but they can be mitigated by investments in appropriate protocols for data management and sharing. Elements of a viable approach could include technical safeguards on information security (such as access management and credentialing for sensitive data types), hash-based approaches for exchanging user- or device-specific information without exposing raw identifiers (like email addresses or phone numbers), administrator tools with built-in restrictions that save and log administrator activity, and secure compute environments for analyzing cross-platform data without the option of exporting or storing it.⁴ Interviewees also suggested the use of legal mechanisms, such as developing legal documentation that would hold moderators liable for looking up other users’ personal data through administrator tools.

Critically, centralized moderation solutions focused on spam, platform manipulation, and other behavioral threats should be kept separate from other moderation tasks and challenges—even if similar structures might be useful in those contexts as well. While the line between content-driven issues like misinformation and behavioral- and actor-based challenges can be blurry, maintaining boundaries between security and manipulation interventions and broader content moderation can help build trust that this work is rooted in addressing collective security risks, not carrying out ideological censorship.

6 Discussion

Despite the challenges and shortcomings in moderation capabilities identified in our analysis, it’s worth recognizing that federated services, at least in their present implementations, have some inherent resilience to some of the most common social media threats, including platform manipulation and spam. None of the existing federated platforms have implemented algorithmic content recommendations as a key component of user experience, resulting in a smaller attack surface for inauthentic engagement and behavioral manipulation. And while Mastodon has introduced a version of a “trending topics” list, such features tend to rely on aggregation of local (rather than global or federated) activity, which removes much of the incentive for engaging in large-scale spam.

⁴ One specific example of a suitable technology, cited by an interviewee, are so-called “data capsules,” which are virtual machines that allow flexible computation but are designed to prevent the exfiltration of content, requiring human review before any analysis is released. See, for example, HTRC Analytics (n.d.).
The lack of built-in monetization programs on virtually all federated platforms—at least presently—likewise reduces incentives for programmatic malfeasance.

However, in most other aspects, federated services remain vulnerable to many of the same threats that have plagued centralized platforms for years. To address these risks, we draw from participant input and our own analysis to surface four key recommendations toward enhancing collective security on federated services:

6.1 Institutionalize shared responses to critical harms

Our findings show that decentralized moderation is challenging primarily because each instance operator has to reinvent many of the policies and procedures of moderation for themselves. As developer Werdmuller (2022) puts it, “While software is provided to technically moderate, there are very few ecosystem resources to explain how to approach this from a human perspective.” The results are predictable for anyone familiar with the challenges of social media content moderation: Users report erroneous or inexplicable bans, with limited recourse from volunteer administrators moonlighting as content moderators (Masnick 2019b). Larger-scale harassment campaigns overwhelm victims and administrators alike (Sockwell 2018).

Recognizing these challenges, we endorse a path forward that would institutionalize and centralize some critical moderation functions. Many of the solutions proposed by interviewees in our study involve some degree of centralization—a concept that seems at odds with federation’s inherent focus on decentralized approaches to development and organization. The suggestion of centralization is certainly controversial among proponents of federation, drawing from differences in ideology and disagreements over how meaningful governance challenges could be solved (xg15 2022; h310s 2023). However, the suggestion is not wholly anathema, with many moderators and administrators signaling a reasonably high desire for some form of centralized solution to the challenges they face (IFTAS 2023). In a way, centralization versus decentralization in the context of threat response is less a question of whether to create a centralized solution to these problems, and more a matter of what kind of centralization is preferred by community members. Writing about the labor and economic challenges of moderation on federated platforms, Rozenshtein (2022) draws a comparison to email, noting that,

If effective moderation turns out to require more infrastructure, that could lead to a greater consolidation of instances. This is what happened with email, which, in part due to the investments necessary to counter spam, has become increasingly dominated by Google and Microsoft. If similar scale is necessary to fight spam and bot accounts, this could serve as a centripetal force to counter the Fediverse’s decentralized architecture and lead to a Fediverse that is more centralized than it is today [...].

We agree with Rozenshtein’s basic intuition that infrastructural costs—including, critically, the cost of labor for human moderation—will force certain trade-offs against full decentralization; we do not see a future state where present moderation models continue to keep pace with user growth of services like Mastodon and Bluesky. However, we are less certain that the centralization and consolidation of instances is preferable to the centralization of certain, particular moderation functions in trusted intermediaries. Spam, coordinated manipulation, and other behavioral threats are sufficiently different in kind from other types of content-focused moderation to uniquely require and benefit from this kind of centralization, and we believe that investment in such a centralized resource need not undermine the core tenets of decentralized, federated social media.
6.2 Build transparent governance into the system

At the core of governance in the context of trust and safety is the “who watches the watchers?” dilemma. These challenges are especially acute in the context of decentralized systems designed and built around an apprehension toward unaccountable centralized authorities. Independent expert oversight therefore becomes an essential property of a functional system, especially when the reasons for a moderation decision are not immediately legible to lay observers (as is the case with many types of behavioral manipulation). Building an institution that operates from the start with transparency and accountability to independent observers could help alleviate wariness about outsourcing moderation tasks to any centralized entity. Academic researchers are likely the most credibly positioned to monitor for and report on the activities of collective moderation efforts; appropriate data, including comprehensive archives of moderated content and accounts, could be available for these purposes.

In keeping with the decentralized ethos of federated platforms’ development, even a centralized approach to threat prevention could take the form of a structured hub for activity, not a monolithic solution. Much of the most effective investigation of social media manipulation (chiefly on Twitter, to date) has originated with hobbyist, academic, and civil society groups; a collective structure could focus on supporting and enabling these efforts. Appropriately experienced practitioners with an interest in contributing should be allowed to do so, regardless of their institutional affiliation. Keeping bad actors out will require ongoing scrutiny and governance, including the development of standards for who has access to the data and tools connected with collective response efforts; this governance could be rules-based and subject to transparency reporting and oversight.

6.3 Invest in tooling

The challenge of establishing sustainable funding structures looms large over efforts to develop and implement scalable tooling for federated moderation. There are many existing efforts to improve tooling, all of which cannot be implemented without sufficient funding. In the short term, increased funding for tool development can help address these limitations. Funding in the space needs to account for the needs and norms of federated services, such as being open to applications not just from companies but also individuals.

Longer-term investment in tooling can be supported by a centralized institution that curates resources, maintains tools, and connects tool builders with funders that would like to invest in this space. Such an organization answers calls to better institutionalize the field of trust and safety, which have become increasingly commonplace (Slater and Masiello 2023). Adapting to the needs of decentralized platforms, such efforts need to allow for the building and maintaining of critical trust and safety technologies in public, outside of existing large, centralized platforms.

6.4 Enable data sharing across instances

Finally, any effective approach to federated moderation must include tooling that supports data sharing across instances. One proposal in circulation calls for a “Fediverse Moderation Tool” system that would leverage the same ActivityPub protocol powering federated platforms to allow moderators to share “abuse intelligence” about their actions (ElanHasson 2023). Using this kind of system, instance moderators could opt into automatically adopting the moderation decisions of their trusted peers—reducing the need to manually ban roving abusive actors or manually curate lists of malicious
domains or IPs. A similar structure could accommodate the exchange of more complex rules and heuristics for scaled enforcement. This kind of infrastructure means that instance administrators and moderators could share information share and learn from each other, instead of having to develop moderation capacities from scratch. Enabling communication on an administrator-to-administrator level also opens up avenues for accountability mechanisms. For example, administrators could develop partnership agreements to audit each others’ activity and moderation decisions.

7 Conclusion

As users turn to federated alternatives to mainstream services, gaps in platform moderation capabilities will quickly become apparent, and represent a failure condition for emergent services. If federated platforms hope to become viable for more than their existing core constituencies of early adopters, the community of federated platform maintainers will need to develop solutions to consumer needs for safety and security. Ultimately, robust approaches to collective threat mitigation will be an essential part of how federated services foster mainstream adoption, and manage the adversarial targeting that goes along with it.

The present state of federated trust and safety remains nascent (IFTAS 2023). Many federated platform instances reported limited moderation coverage outside of a narrow window of hours each day. Few instance administrators represented that they understand or have structures to manage legal responsibilities associated with hosting user-generated content (Paolucci 2022). A majority of respondents to a survey of federated platform moderators reported that the instances they govern do not have any formal guidance or training for moderators. A number of moderators reported experiencing burnout as a result of their responsibilities, with nowhere to turn for support. Absent action, we should expect these challenges to scale along with federated platforms themselves.

Despite these challenges, coordinated action to address collective security risks facing federated platforms is possible—and the community of developers and practitioners engaged with these issues continues to grow. Federation presents a range of possibilities for new models of governance and community building, which can and should be deployed against social media’s long-standing threats and harms. Institutionalizing shared responses to critical harms, building transparent governance into federated services, creating an iterative model for tool development, and allowing data sharing across instances are essential parts of a solution.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Questions for Semi-Structured Interviews

Group Interview 1: Community Risks and Responses

- What are the challenges that server administrators and moderators face on federated services?
- How could community moderators conduct actor-level analysis on campaigns like Spamouflage Dragon on federated services (Nimmo, Hubert, and Cheng 2021; Butler and Taege 2023)?
- How can community members of federated services address high-volume, low-sophistication political manipulation campaigns?
- It is seldom apparent from content alone that what you are looking at is part of a manipulative campaign. Take for example “Crystal Johnson,” an IRA persona purporting to be an African-American woman during the 2016 U.S. presidential elections (Giridharadas 2022). How could that be addressed on federated services?

Group Interview 2: Technological Risks and Responses

- How can we improve the detection and removal of CSAM on federated services?
- How do threat analysts conduct their work on centralized platforms? How would this be different on federated platforms?
- Can open-source tooling be a viable way to expand moderation support for federated services?
- What technical tools are required to support longitudinal analysis of inauthentic behavior on federated services?
- What kinds of antispam measures and tools do we need in federated services?
- What media hashing and matching functionalities already exist? What tools and infrastructure could be set up to help these functionalities evolve with the creation of new content?

Group Interview 3: Institutional Needs and Responses

- What are the needs of moderators on federated services?
- How are larger, existing institutions, such as Mozilla, engaged with federation? How do they contemplate institutional responses to the moderation challenges identified?
- What are existing models for international research collaboration, and how could these models apply to studying and moderating federated services?
- How might transparency reporting work for federated services? What kinds of institutional arrangements might support robust transparency reporting?
- How might institutional arrangements help support the development of appropriate safeguards to ensure that instance admins, or their designees, engage only in appropriate uses of sensitive user logs?
• What kinds of training and assistance can be provided to help moderators and users recognize inauthentic behavior? How might new institutional arrangements most productively be structured to develop these capacities?
Appendix B: Definitions

Publicly available community standards A public/user-facing document that defines rules or guidelines for behavior and content that is (and is not) acceptable on a platform. These documents may overlap with terms of service or other legal agreements, but must specifically concern user-generated content and conduct standards.

Publicly available specific policy definitions and enforcement criteria For policy areas prohibited under community standards, a public/user-facing document that provides specific guidelines about how violative content or conduct is defined by the platform, and how policies are enforced by the platform (e.g., content takedown, account removal).

Platform manipulation/behavioral policies and enforcement criteria Platform manipulation includes coordinated inauthentic activity, commercially motivated spam, or similar behaviors intended to artificially amplify or suppress information. These policies should include guidelines on how platform manipulation is defined, and how policies are enforced (e.g., content takedown, account removal).

User reporting capabilities for policy violations Users have the option to report posts/accounts for violating platform policies. Reporting options should include all or nearly all of the policies in the platform’s community standards, or include a catch-all/other option.

Permanent account bans The ability of platform staff/moderators to permanently ban an account from accessing or posting on the platform. This can include variants on permanent bans that include read-only access.

Temporary account bans The ability of platform staff/moderators to temporarily prevent an account from accessing or posting on a platform for a specific period of time.

Ban evasion detection The ability of platform staff/moderators or automated platform systems to detect when a previously banned account has returned to the platform.

Post/content deletion The ability of platform staff/moderators to delete a post/content that violates community standards.

Account visibility restriction The ability of platform staff/moderators to restrict the appearance of an account to other users, in public/shared product surfaces (such as search), or in account recommendations.

Post/content visibility restriction The ability of platform staff/moderators to restrict the appearance of a post to other users, in public/shared product surfaces (such as search), or in content recommendations.

Demonetization The ability of platform staff/moderators to block a user from accessing post or account monetization features (such as ad revenue sharing), or block payouts to users deemed ineligible for monetization.

Automated enforcement tools (heuristics, ML) The use of automated enforcement techniques (including machine learning models, AI moderation systems, heuristics, or other automated processes) to detect and/or enforce against accounts/content that violates platform policy.

URL blocking The ability of platform staff/moderators to block users from accessing a URL through the platform, or prevent a URL from being shared in posts created on the platform.
Media hashing and matching  The ability of platform staff/moderators to automatically detect if an uploaded picture matches with others in a repository of previously identified violative content. This is often used to detect Child Sexual Assault Material (CSAM).

User-facing moderation controls (block, mute, etc.) The ability of a user to prevent another user from interacting with them or hide all content/actions created by or associated with a target user. Specific affordances of block/mute features may vary by platform.

User identity verification (ID checks, etc.) The ability of platform staff/moderators to require users to provide information/evidence of offline/off-platform identity, such as by uploading a government-issued identification document (passport, driver’s license, etc.) or "selfie" liveness verification.

Antispam challenges (reCAPTCHA, phone verification) The ability of platform staff/moderators to require accounts to complete a proof-of-humanness task, such as a captcha challenge or phone verification. Antispam challenges need not definitively/conclusively establish account identity.

Defederation/instance blocking  The ability of servers’ moderators to block the display of content created by accounts hosted on another server, or prevent another server from accessing content created by local users.

Published transparency report  A public/user-facing document or website that provides information, including at least some specific quantitative data, about a company’s trust and safety/content moderation actions.

Terms of service enforcement data A public/user-facing document or website that provides information, including at least some specific quantitative data, about a company’s actions to enforce its terms of service (e.g., number of accounts taken down for violating a given policy).

Platform manipulation data A public/user-facing document or website that provides information, including at least some specific quantitative data, about a company’s actions to enforce its terms of service regarding platform manipulation and other behavioral policies (e.g., account removals, attribution).

Legal information requests data A public/user-facing document or website that provides information, including at least some specific quantitative data, about a company’s actions to respond to and/or comply with requests for user information submitted by external parties (including governments, civil litigants, etc.).

Legal removal demands data A public/user-facing document or website that provides information, including at least some specific quantitative data, about a company’s actions to respond to and/or comply with requests submitted by external parties (including governments, civil litigants, etc.) to remove, restrict, or withhold user-generated content.

Country or jurisdictional breakdowns of data A published transparency report (as defined above) that provides country-specific (or other jurisdiction-level categories, as appropriate) data about platform actions.
Appendix C: Sources

Publicly available community standards

**Facebook**

**Instagram**

**Horizon Worlds**
- [https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hv45YC6UaJkJp_pgR1sb97p930BXmoAU/view](https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hv45YC6UaJkJp_pgR1sb97p930BXmoAU/view)

**X**

**Reddit**

**YouTube**

**Threads**

**Bluesky**

**Mastodon**

**Pixelfed**

**diaspora**

**PeerTube**

Publicly available specific policy definitions and enforcement criteria

**Facebook/Instagram**

**X**

**YouTube**
While the Threads terms of use point back to the "Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines," it remains unclear how broadly Instagram's guidelines and enforcement procedures are applied to content created and shared on Threads.

Platform manipulation/behavioral policies and enforcement criteria

Facebook

Instagram

X

Reddit

Youtube

Threads
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wPsQ33Ya3mJAx2G-lat_GWc8j08HuNCV/view

While the Threads terms of use point back to the "Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines," it remains unclear how broadly Instagram's guidelines and enforcement procedures are applied to content created and shared on Threads.

User reporting capabilities for policy violations

Facebook
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ajXWru8rYqy6I84ZWD7pKgphJ5aUvrtJ/view

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/15aM4OrM8jPxAxCBFAVltTbvyWb5dB-vuk/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gtAF1M1TntCQtz8t4gI02CcDGEc8TN/view

X
Reddit

YouTube

Threads

Bluesky

Mastodon

Pixelfed
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BFAF-V5N8zwOI5n8TnciXoZtpZlpS73/view

diaspora

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231204132427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation

Permanent account bans

Facebook

Instagram

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hv4SYCy6UaJkjp_pgR1sb97p930BXmoAU/view
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDg4pHULfswMrp3eFJcmHIVmHXIDXtS7/view
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rrzafWZjV_1BGHvrYyldCaban3wWwhwok/view

X

Reddit
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DD5tmcVGBUnRtOOG0JyM6hPfPm5xH929/view

YouTube
Threads
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wPsQ3JYa3mJAx2G-lat_GWc8j08HuNCV/view
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m0fpub2hvRL7XtgPbZnZ15xVwohSw804/view

Bluesky

Mastodon

Pixelfed

diaspora

Notably, while the Diaspora Terms of Service note that platforms can terminate any account at any time, the service’s “social principles” page states that the platform does not allow for the banning of members. We interpret this to mean that the capacity and technical capability to ban users exists, but as a matter of practice is not used by moderators.

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231204132427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation

Temporary account bans/timeouts

Facebook

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZB9Wyvi7G-aBzIPB-nbgzFdYv_McMonx/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rrzafWZJV_1BGHrvVFyldCbn3wWhwok/view

X

Reddit

Youtube

Threads
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wPsQ3JYa3mJAx2G-lat_GWc8j08HuNCV/view
Bluesky

Mastodon

Pixelfed
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/11gftAvFi1aII03HnCBRWG9RoqqQ8-QuVw/view

PeerTube

Ban evasion detection

Facebook

Instagram

Horizon Worlds
- Users need a Meta account to set up a Horizon Worlds account. It therefore stands to reason that Facebook-specific or Meta-wide measures for detecting ban evasion would apply to Meta accounts used for Horizon Worlds.

X

Reddit

YouTube

Threads
- The Threads terms of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” Per discussions with Meta representatives, this enforcement procedure is applied to content created and shared on Threads.

Mastodon
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cy0NX3wCxLMQs_oMlerzuXqQw9RkNjzm/view

Pixelfed
PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20240123162941/https://framagit.org/rigelk/peertube-plugin-glavlit/-/issues/1

Post/content deletion

Facebook

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fhW3MZosnrBz20rW5Pw67h8CRCZ_BNBG/view

X

Reddit

YouTube

Threads
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T8q5wh9p46JAwSsp56B_h_ERYKfz0en/view
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fhW3MZosnrBz20rW5Pw67h8CRCZ_BNBG/view?usp=drive_link

Bluesky

Mastodon
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QzzRb9nNAS3AD2CmwP2kHDCzZtknbfw4/view

Pixelfed

diaspora

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231204132427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation

Account visibility restriction

Facebook

Instagram
Threads term of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” While it includes guidelines on best practices for accounts, it remains unclear how these capabilities are applied to content created and shared on Threads.

Bluesky

- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pgi-dOL7Ir1Q6iONHP6nJBmIOuhS7Z-6/view

Mastodon


Pixelfed


PeerTube

- https://web.archive.org/web/20231126220930/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/use/mute

Post/content visibility restriction

Facebook


Instagram/Threads

- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TErmReFlWXP-xbxmW-gMJ6_FyWCKC_V3/view

X


Reddit


- The Threads terms of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” While it includes guidelines on best practices for accounts, it remains unclear how these capabilities are applied to content created and shared on Threads.

Bluesky

- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pgi-dOL7Ir1Q6iONHP6nJBmIOuhS7Z-6/view
Mastodon
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QzzRb9nNASJAD2CmwP2kHdczZtknbw4/view

Pixelfed
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bC56z3wc1p0mn3CAqpwGtbH0tJZiZmdz/view

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231126220930/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/use/mute

Demonetization

Facebook
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bOoaJwYrXJkcl5Xcg8K7cV_St5AxbsC/view

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZGyDwHTuH6TCXs1-nIfDmYaoZbcz-a4/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-3vc8uddUwIH9qmG7AX1GdaUD10kM5q1/view

X

YouTube

Automated enforcement tools (heuristics, ML)

Facebook

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PoanMxsRnT-rXtJ8K4cRYGpGhPZB-N7M/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e7w6rNL9RU4p7rtPrwNQDXoiDqZdI7hE/view

X
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qs29REVGudhyefUtdmO80hF5pkAsBDQD/view
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoVubdtcumUIPYRTC8nCbiOIL5Yo1nF/view

Reddit

YouTube

Threads
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PoanMxsRnT-rXtJ8K4cRYGpGhPZB-N7M/view
- The Threads terms of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” Per discussions with Meta representatives, this enforcement procedure is applied to content created and shared on Threads.
Bluesky

Pixelfed
• https://web.archive.org/web/20240105020534/https://docs.pixelfed.org/technical-documentation/config/#captcha

diaspora
• https://web.archive.org/web/20240123205102/https://discourse.diasporafoundation.org/t/discourse-sent-a-message-that-my-question-was-a-spam/2618/2

URL blocking

Facebook
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kAldyFaGoyDrI4u1EZ5Ek4a96byjVM1g/view

Instagram
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ApheBivmUCy1rzLH5egksCB-c7zN3ZX/view
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/16d4ixAnWivOv1xSQJta7V8HMrwx9UtYsT/view
• The Threads terms of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” Per discussions with Meta representatives, this enforcement procedure is applied to content created and shared on Threads.

X

Reddit

YouTube
• https://web.archive.org/web/20240107215425/https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9054257

Media hashing and matching

Facebook and Instagram

X
• Twitter/X have not publicly shared specific details of their systems, but are founding members of GIFCT, and are known to use GIFCT-derived hashes. See https://gifct.org/hsdb/

Reddit

YouTube

Threads
• The Threads terms of use point back to the “Instagram Terms of Use and Instagram Community Guidelines.” Per discussions with Meta representatives, this enforcement procedure is applied to content created and shared on Threads.
Bluesky
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zkV669SggssAMDy9sr7g6ybC0ZsfWqVN/view
- Per discussions with Bluesky developers, Bluesky has operated both ML-based classification of visual images, and perceptual hash-based matching of visual images against CSAM indices, for all content since September 2023.

User-facing moderation controls (block, mute, etc.)

Facebook
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cRvrH-pG4leQHIbrAN_5s5bDFyTGW3nc/view

Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y76im7s_a8W3fjIEZN7DY1XC5mqP4Way/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eVKApofZcIrgEZ_kIw3Dl7-mdzJwA-Ag/view

X

Reddit
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YD5_tdG7yt-7njJ-4W6ZyFcZ-eHZNm_E/view

YouTube
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lfXzom0VNHuwRFJJvN4tMq-czyaP7S3c/view

Threads

Bluesky

Mastodon
- https://web.archive.org/web/20240114143301/https://docs.joinmastodon.org/user/moderating/

Pixelfed

diapora

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231204132427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation

User identity verification (ID checks, etc.)

Facebook
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ub_gZ-PnQFkvYssrKEptkpobtqYZioXC/view
Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AyezuB3dvRI9TZIIqNwWJk1_CiHaEKHQ/view

Horizon Worlds
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/12-a3VZwOj462qAY8Z4wVggfrz1fg5/view

X

Reddit
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6ANMhjZSpzVPxuR0UduPHq21uuM/view
- Reddit has ID verification processes for advertisers only.

Youtube

Bluesky
- Bluesky does not have identity verification capabilities, but it does use domain verification as an alternative identity mechanism.

Mastodon
- Mastodon does not have identity verification capabilities, but it does use domain verification as an alternative identity mechanism.

Pixelfed
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/11UJxYuXcxu_YWA3c0nVbglbzxF2Eus/view
- Pixelfed does not have identity verification capabilities, but it does use domain verification as an alternative identity mechanism.

Antispam challenges (reCAPTCHA, phone verification)

Facebook
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/18dFjVwyf_7OzIrSVPHOE6oY979uJlgx/view

Instagram

X

Reddit
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LK_sOowhFl_Wjdf7xCsMptIIWg55y_2H/view

YouTube
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UwYPcWzwMxtVPes-k5K1FEw31JF92TB7/view

Threads
Mastodon

Pixelfed

diaspora

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231124122427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JK7R3pYkd4qjqAK6PKKQ8_0ctHA-7L/view

Defederation/instance blocking
Mastodon
- https://web.archive.org/web/202401123183205/https://docs.joinmastodon.org/user/moderating/#block-domain

Pixelfed
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uVJ9ystAij8oJCYnxq6ulHTAyWfnkXrCE/view

PeerTube
- https://web.archive.org/web/20231204132427/https://docs.joinpeertube.org/admin/moderation

Published transparency report
Facebook/Instagram

X

Reddit

YouTube
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1peWPf8l-dVKUvmaAkNKPrvBXGuzgxYxy/view

Threads
- As Threads was launched in July 2023, the company has not yet released a transparency report.
Bluesky

Mastodon

Terms of service enforcement data

Facebook/Instagram

X
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/10gA1IuOFew9rTTqnvwV6JmYHGOee8CG/view

Reddit

Youtube
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sqauqDqX9bNM86KwWbtb3RWi-c00JT/view

Bluesky

Mastodon

Platform manipulation data

Facebook/Instagram

X
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zlglgmN5XrUca4jNOXLK-VVmXRZo3KeP/view

Reddit

Legal information requests data

Facebook/Instagram
- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mRj8Nq8jFbWdXUSwW5qMbthrVtCPUC1y/view

X
Reddit


YouTube

https://storage.googleapis.com/transparencyreport/google-user-data-requests.zip

Legal removal demands data

Facebook/Instagram

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1la5LqFIMA0a6-YKzdQb8dFRTasYWmftw/view

X

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11vpliLLBQ0QJ1mWmWpy3qdY0V3XfF0i/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10gA1lUeOFew9rTTqnvwV6JmYHG0oe8CG/view

Reddit

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P4VjUvZJzyzrLIAZN_tC9w5t3JnwmA9NX/view

YouTube

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aOPdvL-BoILkfAjcgB5ettCtICSR3-oG/view
https://storage.googleapis.com/transparencyreport/google-government-removals.zip

Country or jurisdictional breakdowns of data

Facebook/Instagram

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oVLHNubAENI2z6I0gyxdHEh45ivZ3wX/view?usp=drive_link

X


Reddit


YouTube

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11jGubhJqPVeVZjPRkHch1PNquUSJx/view